'WAR CRIMINALS'

'Hang the old Nazis' call

A CAMPAIGN has been mounted in Britain and across the world calling for anti-Communist refugees said to have committed "war crimes" - namely tens of thousands of them - to be put on trial where they are, or handed over to Communist countries or to Israel for punishment. Its timing is to refuel the legend of the "Holocaust", the myth of 6 million Jews exterminated by the Nazis, which is World Jewry's most powerful propaganda, but which is increasingly damaged by doubt, if not denial.

Central to the campaign is the Wiesenthal Center in the U.S.A., its figure-head the top "Nazi-hunter" Simon Wiesenthal (pictured above, extreme lower right). Two of its functionaries, Efraim Zuroff (left) and Rabbi Marvin Hier (centre) are seen above left persuading British Home Secretary Douglas Hurd. The Center makes big use of material obtained from the Soviet Union and other Communist sources, and the London Sunday Express (26/7/87) said that "Home Secretary Douglas Hurd is studying evidence supplied by the KGB ..." Similarly reliant on Communist "evidence" is the Center's accomplice, the U.S. Justice Department's Office of Special Investigations set up to hunt and hand over to the Reds or Israelis anti-Communists who are now old men half a century after their alleged wrongdoing. Its head, the Jew Neal Sher, has been in London last November to add his agitation to Home Secretary Hurd.

Clamorous in the campaign here is the Searchlight magazine of Jew Gerry Gable (pictured top centre) who entered journalism as a Communist working for the Communist Daily Worker, and who remains demonstrably a Communist today. He has just been to Russia for "evidence" against British residents, and avowedly relies on such as the Novosti Press Agency, an agency of the most criminal system in history. Gable still contrives to get Britain's media regularly to take up the "anti-fascist" defamation he sends it, despite his clear Communist connections, and despite also his equally clear criminal connections by way of his alignment with the late Soho gangster, pervert and pimp, Harold Bidney, who organized a terrorist gang of fellow Jews to threaten, assault and rob those Searchlight spotlighted as enemies, and who on his death was reverently rendered resplendent in its red light as its inspiring hero.
Aligned now with Gable is the All-Party Parliamentary War Crimes Group: Secretary Philip Rubenstein, Chairman Merlyn Rees MP, and top agitator the Jewish MP Greville Janner (topmost right in Page 1 picture).

Under all such pressure Home Secretary Hurd has been brought to state that he has decided to take action on the allegations against the targetted refugees. Gothic Ripples has thrice written to him asking that his consideration of "war crimes" be not confined to allegations against those dubbed "Nazi", but also encompass those against Jews and other persons of the Allied Powers in World War II and after. The stunning silence with which our gendarme supreme has met our inconvenient suggestion brings us to address to him and to all others of his ilk succumbing to the Jewish campaign the following article of indictment (1st instalment this issue).

Gothic Ripples condemns all genuine atrocities by whoever committed. It no less condemns all those who concoct and market atrocity stories to generate hatred against Hitler's Germany, and thereby to frighten off by reflex all criticism of Jews; and no less condemns those such as Douglas Hurd whose contorted humanitarianism ignores what Jews and their collaborators do against those the Jews regard as enemies. This condemnation necessarily includes such as the muck-mongering Sun newspaper of the half-Jewish Rupert Murdoch which has stated that, if there are legal obstacles to the persecution of the anti-Communist refugees, "the Government should give a nod and a wink to Israel to do another Eichmann, send over one of their brilliant snatch squads and whisk these monsters back to Jerusalem for trial. Then hang them from the highest gallows."

**THE REAL WAR CRIMINALS**

Who got away with it.

WAR CRIMINALS are not only those who commit atrocities during a war. They are no less those who work to bring about the atrocity of war by generating the necessary and preliminary public hostility.

The London Daily Express in its headline below of March 24th, 1933, shows a war of a kind being launched as soon as Hitler came to power, and before any anti-Jewish measures. That very day throughout London Jewish placards proliferated proclaiming "Boycott German Goods!" 3 days later audiences throughout the U.S.A. heard the Jewish call for economic war against the new Germany. Jewish leader Samuel Untermyer on radio later the same year blessed the boycott as "the holy war". Another Jewish leader Nahum Goldmann called for a "well-planned war against Nazi Germany." Another, Vladimir Jabotinsky, wrote in January of the next year "We shall start a spiritual and material war of the whole world against Germany."

Unfortunately something more lethal than a war of goods and words resulted as a natural progression, and when it did Neville Chamberlain, the British Prime Minister at the outset of the military culmination, told the U.S. Ambassador in London, Joseph Kennedy, (according to the Forrestal Diaries) that "America and the world Jews had forced England into war."

Jews were, however, certainly not the only war criminals in this respect, and - Mr. Home Secretary Hurd - we charge as this all those of whatever race who, throughout the 6 years it took to bring about World War II to destroy National Socialist Germany, worked for this in whatever way.
POLAND was made the pretext for World War II - as the fruition of the 6 years of propaganda warfare against Germany - through Britain's issue of an unconditional guarantee to the former to encourage her to reject rightful requests by the latter for the return of former German land. Germany was no more solely responsible for the outbreak of war in 1939 than she was in 1914. Those leaders of the Western Democracies who, behind a mask of mendacity, schemed to ensnare Germany in catastrophic conflict are at least fully as much to be charged with the counts of preparations for a war of aggression, and crimes against peace as were German leaders in their indictment at the Nuremberg Trial of 1945/46.

World War II atrocities began with the Poles murdering 7,000 German civilians in Poland in the very first days of the war. (Nicholas Bethell in The War Hitler Won, P.84)

BRITAIN'S VIOLATION OF NORWEGIAN NEUTRALITY was another unpunished offence of the same nature as those for which Britain and her allies hanged or imprisoned for life German leaders after the war. Vital iron ore was mined in neutral northern Sweden, transported by rail to the Norwegian port of Narvik, and thence shipped through Norway's neutral coastal waters to Germany. Britain had sought to seize the iron mines by appearing to send troops to help Finland in her November 1939 to March 1940 war with Russia, but had been prevented by Norway and Sweden refusing passage. On 8th April, 1940, the British Navy commanded by Britain's No. 1 warmonger Winston Churchill as First Lord of the Admiralty violated Norway's neutrality by laying a minefield in her coastal waters to interfere with the iron ore shipments. This veritable act of war was to have been followed the very next day by an Allied invasion and occupation of the Norwegian mainland, but this was anticipated by Germany who landed troops in Norway just hours ahead. (Nicholas Harman in Dunkirk - The Necessary Myth, P. 35) FLEMISH NATIONALISTS MURDERED. One month later in May, 1940, the Belgian authorities arrested leading Flemish nationalists. One group was sent south ahead of the German advance, and when it reached Abbeville in France the French police lined up 22 of them in a park - including Joris van Severen, the leader of Dinaso - and massacred them.

BRITISH WAR CRIMES by her soldiers on the Continent prior to and during the Dunkirk evacuation are recorded by Nicholas Harman in his above book. "Looting was common" and "Stealing from civilians soon became official policy." - P. 85 "The British army used its power to commandeer without payment and to execute without trial." - P. 86 Prohibited dum-dum bullets were used - P. 88 "British fighting units had orders to take no prisoners except when specifically ordered to take in captive Germans for interrogation." - P. 88 On the 21st May, 1940, some 400 men of the SS Totenkopf Division were massacred after surrender by men of the Durham Light Infantry. - P. 98

SOVIET CRIMES GALORE, vastly exceeding anything and everything held against Germany were tacitly condoned by Britain when she enthusiastically formed a war alliance with the USSR in 1941, and were monstrously ignored when at the end of the war Britain with the USSR sat in judgement on Germans and sentenced them to death or long imprisonment for far lesser offences than Stalin had committed. This century's supreme tyrant Stalin had waged a veritable war of atrocities against all those he considered stood in his way. During his campaign to liquidate the kulaks or better-off peasants 7 million are estimated to have been shot or to have starved or died of disease in the frozen north (Robert Conquest in The Harvest of Sorrow). The mass starvation he later brought about in the Ukraine in 1932-33 in order to destroy the independent peasantry there killed a total between 3 million and 6 or even 7 million according to Nikolai Tolstoy in Stalin's Secret War, who has there demonstrated that most of the 20 million Soviet citizens Stalin came to claim were killed by the Axis were in fact his victims in one respect or another. Again in the Ukraine - as a later preparation for an attack on Germany which the Germans in 1941 only shortly forestalled - Stalin ordered a mass extermination of "enemies of the people" by his secret police, then the NKVD. Something of the results were seen at Vinnytisia in the Ukraine in 1943 when during May to October
before neutral observers 9,432 corpses were exhumed by the Germans.

At Katyn west of Smolensk in the same year the Germans, again before neutral observers, exhumed a mass grave containing the murdered bodies of 4,443 of the 15,000 Polish soldiers, a majority officers, who as prisoners of the Russians disappeared in 1940.

Concentration camps - German ones - we hear endlessly about, and have done so ever since 1933, and numerous Germans have been punished, rightly or wrongly, for their involvement. Wrongly we may say if for no other reason than that the judging British were the first to use them, and their judging Russian allies have had far more of them than anyone else; and both of them have gone unpunished. Concerning the former, during the unjustified war waged against the Boers at the beginning of this century the British raided the farms of the Boer soldiers, burned their houses, and put their women and children in camps where starvation and disease killed 26,370 of them. Concerning the latter, Alexander Solzhenitsyn in The Gulag Archipelago says that at one time or another a total of 20 million have been put into Soviet concentration camps. The many more millions incarcerated and killed by the Communists make the Jewish claim of 6 million, even if true, minor in comparison, yet, while we never cease hearing daily of this Jewish "Holocaust", we hardly ever hear a word regarding the infinitely greater holocaust of the victims of Communism.

Stalin also - with great brutality - deported for distant resettlement elsewhere in his slave empire before the outbreak of war with Germany great numbers of people he regarded as class enemies including 1-2 million Polish civilians following his invasion of Poland in 1939, and people from the Baltic States and Bessarabia which he annexed in 1940. On the outbreak of war with Germany he deported whole nationalities he considered unreliable including the Crimean Tartars and the Volga Germans.

WINSTON CHURCHILL - ardent ally of that colossal criminal of both war and peace, Joseph Stalin, responsible for the above enormities - was himself one of the West's top war criminals along with Franklin D. Roosevelt (Roosevelt).

Billed as a British bulldog, the man was half-American by his mother Jennie Jerome, credited with a redskin great-grandmother; and certainly he displayed a streak of savagery of which a drunken Apache could have been proud - and would have failed a breathalyser test any day of the war he wended his way through with the aid of whisky galore.

For Churchill the war he had so long worked for as his milieu was a godsend, rescuing him from the sidelines of politics, and enabling him to gratify his consuming lust to play the great warlord at the front of the stage of history. In the 1930s he had hitched his star to the Jewish cause of conflict with Germany, receiving money for his anti-German campaign from the Jewish financier Henry Strakosch who also when in 1938 his protégé lost £18,000 on the stock exchange stepped in and assumed all the liability for a debt which otherwise would have crushed Churchill, and who in 1944 gave him £20,000, worth today well over £200,000 (Sunday Telegraph 29/8/86 quoting a volume of the official biography of Churchill by Martin Gilbert, married to the great-granddaughter of the Jew Michael Marks, co-founder of the giant chain store Marks & Spencer). David Irving in a Canadian lecture (31/3/86) disclosed that he was also financed by the Czech Government and by a fund organized by Britain's Jewish Board of Deputies.

In 1940 it was the curse of Britain in the guise of salvation to have at hand to take the helm this monstrous charlatan uniquely capable of summoning forth the utmost of patriotic endeavour in the unwitting service of the negation of British nationalism which has resulted.

U.K. READERS please see and sign and send in the new booklist Declaration
IN MID-1940, when the exigency of war provided warmonger Churchill with his opportunity come to the fore as warlord, Hitler was offering most generous terms for peace with Britain (Reichstag speech 19th July 1940) with whom he had long and passionately sought friendship as a pivot of his foreign policy. So far, on his personal order, not a single German bomb had been dropped on a single British town. Fighting, otherwise, had moreover so far only lightly occurred between the two countries. Much of Britain, including Churchill's own colleagues, were then inclined to favour peace. According to biographer Gilbert (broadcasting on the 28th June 1983) but for Churchill Britain would probably have made peace.

All this was anathema to the new Prime Minister, threatening his relegation to the rear. Something had to be done about it, and that something was to bring about an intensification of hostilities so as to oust the peace spirit, and to replace it with the will for war to the bitter end. The answer, he saw, lay in bombing. This he confided to the American Ambassador in London, Joseph P. Kennedy, telling him (according to historian David Irving in a lecture in Vancouver, Canada, 31st March 1986) "I want the Germans to start bombing London as early as possible because this will bring the Americans into the war ... and above all it will put an end to this awkward and inconvenient peace movement that's afoot in my own Cabinet and among the British population." What he did not confide to Kennedy was that he intended to provoke that bombing of London.

Churchill, even then, knew the German military plans in advance, including all of Goering's operational plans for the Luftwaffe even down to the detailed orders for the next day's raids: this because of Britain's development of the code-cracking Ultra machine based on Germany's Enigma machine, one of which had been stolen and smuggled to Britain shortly after war broke out, and its secrets unravelled (F.W. Winterbotham article in the Sunday Telegraph, 21st July 1974; also Martin Gilbert in the book The Finest Hour). It was thus that he knew that the bombs which fell on the inner city of London and on residential districts in north and east London on August 24th, 1940, were a prohibited mistake. None of the 200 German bombers had London on its bombing order. About a dozen were directed to air factories and oil installations on the extreme perimeter of London, and it was these few aircraft which missed their target and thus were responsible.

Churchill was delighted at the pretext provided, and, puffed up with the synthetic emotion he could readily switch on as the deceitful showman he was, he lost no time in ordering the RAF to bomb Berlin the very next night for the very first time, and again on August 28th and September 6th before Hitler responded with a raid on London on September 7th; and the escalation of aerial bloodshed thenceforth on which he counted for the continuance of his position and purpose followed. We thus, Mr. Hurd, charge your preceding premier and fellow Conservative with the major war crime of deliberately conspiring to cause the death and destruction of thousands of his fellow Londoners in the Blitz. It was the tragic irony of those times that his very victims hailed this master criminal as their hero when he passed their battered homes, cigar in mouth, fingers in a V sign, and brandy in the belly; and it is an explanation of the stricken condition of Britain today, as the direct outcome of Churchill's war, that the bulk of her people have still not cast out this foul idol of their devastating delusion.

CHURCHILL MASSACRES HALF A MILLION CIVILIANS. From then on War Criminal Winston Churchill advanced to deliberate mass murder of German civilians from the air. He had as adviser a Dr. Lindemann, later made Viscount Cherwell, who advised his master to endeavour to destroy German morale by the unrestricted saturation bombing of the residential areas of 58 of the largest German cities. Churchill responded by causing the issue of an Air Ministry directive of February 14th, 1942, to this effect, and the new head of Bomber Command, Air Chief Marshal Sir Arthur Harris, enthusiastically approved and implemented it, earning the title, even among his own personnel, of "The Butcher". The achievement, Mr. Hurd, of this bloodthirsty trio of Murder Incorporated was the massacre of at least 500,000 German civilians in German cities 41 of which suffered 50% or more destruction; and this, Mr. Hurd, was a greater war crime than anything held against those you are considering action against, and for which all 3 and at least all their principal accom-
plices richly deserve to be hanged.

In Berlin alone at least 50,000 were crushed, torn apart or roasted in the British brand of holocaust; some say more. In Hamburg things were better still: approximately 40,000 were exterminated in less than a fortnight in the successive RAF raids between the 24th July and the 3rd August, 1943 (Martin Middlebrook in *The Battle of Hamburg*. P. 232). Said one eye-witness

"The smallest children lay like fried eels on the pavement. Even in death, they showed signs of how they must have suffered - their hands and arms stretched out as if to protect themselves from that pitiless heat." - P. 236

The Jew Theodore N. Kaufman in his book *Germany Must Perish*, published in 1941, had advocated the sterilization of the whole German nation after Democratic victory, but as a measure of genocide Churchill's solution was at least proving more immediate, and there was more, bigger and better to come. There was Dresden and the plans for gas and germ.

**DRESDEN; THE HOLOCAUST BRITAIN AND AMERICA CREATED.** Hitler had declared Dresden, celebrated for its beauty, an open city. There was not a single factory working on war supplies. There were no military installations or offices or military operations involving it. In early 1945 it was swollen with refugees, and crowded with hospitals, and the war was obviously nearing its end. This did not, however, prevent it being made an Anglo-American showpiece of mass murder and destruction.

Hell came to Dresden, courtesy of Churchill and Roosevelt, a couple of hours before midnight on February 13th, 1945, when the first British bombers arrived. A second British attack followed some 3 hours later, early on the 14th, and an American attack followed in the middle of that day with American fighters afterwards flying low over the ruins to machine-gun anything which moved - survivors, rescue workers, and even hospital patients dragged to the banks of the River Elbe and their doctors and nurses. After the carnage had ceased, the death toll ranged between the 135,000 the Allies finally accepted and the 250,000 or even 350-400,000 which German and other sources have claimed. In addition 750,000 are said to have been wounded.

The dead had to be stacked and burnt in the streets and squares in piles of 400-500. Auschwitz, even in the most lurid of unsubstantiated Jewish claims, was never like this. Thousands of men, women and children, including babes in arms, hiding in air raid shelters were melted into pools of liquid by the heat which reduced 6-foot persons to 3-foot corpses. Such were the conditions that 2 weeks after the raids a Swiss resident had this to say of an attempt to move in the death city of Dresden: - "For this reason I
turned back and headed for the Grosser Garten. But here it was even more appalling: walking through the grounds, I could see torn-off arms and legs, mutilated torsos, and heads which had been wrenched off their bodies and rolled away. In places the corpses were still lying so densely that I had to clear a path through them in order not to tread on arms and legs." (For further information see Der Tod Von Dresden by Axel Rodenberger, and The Destruction of Dresden by David Irving)

Converting the venerated tribute to the RAF by the chief architect of this dreadful death of Dresden, we might, Mr. Home Secretary Hurd, exclaim that never in the field of human misery have so many owed so much to so few! Think of this in considering action against some octogenarian from the Baltic States assailed by the ravening wolf-pack of Wiesenthal, Sher, Moscow and Searchlight:

GENOCIDE BY GERM AND GAS. War Criminal Winston Churchill has also to be charged, Mr. Hurd, with conspiracy to commit even more hideous crimes against civilian men, women and children in Germany.

In the autumn of 1941 a team of scientists from his Porton Down research centre for chemical and bacteriological warfare arrived on tiny Gruninard Island just off the Scottish mainland. Their mission was to test on sheep a substance - to be distributed by the explosion of a 4 lb. bomb - which was reckoned to be one million times more potent than standard Allied war gases. The results were so horrifying that they remain classified decades after the war. The substance was a development of anthrax, a hideous and deadly disease of cattle which Churchill wanted to use by bomb to murder human beings in huge numbers.

Research continued, and in 1942 testing on Gruninard Island was repeated, and that same year, while Britain continued her own work on anthrax bombs, Churchill had the results obtained so far communicated to the Americans, and a U.S. research and development programme followed which vied with the atom bomb project, then under way, for the services of America's best scientists (Sunday Times Magazine, 15th February 1981). In March, 1944, by which time the Americans were mass-producing anthrax bombs, Churchill placed an order with them for 500,000, half to be delivered by the end of that year; this following a report by Lindemann/Cherwell praising the devastating potentiality of the weapon, and urging the order. The first batch of 5,000 such bombs was delivered to Britain in May, 1944, and thenceforth they continued to arrive at the rate of 50,000 a month (Sunday Telegraph, 2nd June 1974).

On the 6th July, 1944, the eager Churchill in a memorandum to his Chiefs of Staff asked their advice as to the feasibility of using both anthrax and poison gas against Germany, although the latter had been specifically outlawed by the 1925 Geneva Convention which had not envisaged the former. In respect of the latter - of which by then Britain had 500,000 mustard gas bombs and nearly 70,000 phosgene gas bombs - he said: "I want you to think very seriously over this question of poison gas ... I want a cold-blooded calculation made as to how it would pay us to use poison gas ... We could drench the cities of the Ruhr and many other cities in Germany ... I quite agree it may be several weeks or even months before I shall ask you to drench Germany with poison gas, and if we do it, let us do it 100%" (Sunday Telegraph, 17th August 1986).

The Chiefs of Staff argued against the use of anthrax then because they held that not enough bombs had yet been stockpiled. They also opposed the use then of gas, but for different reasons. Churchill reluctantly gave way to the opposition for the time-being, although - as revealed in a Scientific Sub Committee Report of the 12th November, 1945 - an Allied contingency plan was drawn up which provided for an attack on 6 main German cities by 2,700 bombers carrying 4 million anthrax bombs, which would have meant millions of dead (A Higher Form of Killing: The Secret Story of Gas and Germ Warfare by Robert Harris & Jeremy Paxman). Records of the discussions held by Churchill with his Chiefs of Staff, the July 1944 document, and the details of the contingency plan can be viewed at the Public Record Office at Kew in London, the respective references there being PREM 3-65, DEFE 2-1251, and DEFE 2-1252.

The U.S.A. which had its own presidential war criminal in F.D. Roosevelt (descended from Jews originally resident in Spain, and later in Holland) was
by no means inferior in zeal in researching new and greater and more horrific methods of slaughtering German civilians. There was a project afoot, which never reached a sufficient stage of development for use, to poison half a million by way of food treated with Strontium-90, a radioactive isotope which can destroy the tissues which make blood (Daily Telegraph, 20th April 1985). The new instrument of unprecedented efficacy in the mass murder of civilians which did indeed reach completion in time for use at least against Japan was of course the atom bomb which—significantly without any warning or any relatively harmless but sufficiently persuasive demonstration of its power which undoubtedly could have been devised, and thus specifically as a measure of punitive vengeance—was dropped on Hiroshima, killing at the lowest estimate some 71,000 civilians, and on Nagasaki, killing some 100,000. Conventional bombing, however, had by then advanced to the stage whereby in the American raid on Tokyo on the 9th/10th March, 1945, a death toll of 83,793 was achieved, according to Air Marshal Sir Robert Saundby of the RAf in his foreword to The Destruction of Dresden by David Irving.

MASS IMPRISONMENT WITHOUT TRIAL. The mass-murdering monster Winston Churchill had lost no time, when he became Prime Minister on May 10th, 1940, in ruthlessly suppressing all effective opposition to the catastrophic continuation of the conflict which he sought. Tyler Kent, a cipher clerk at the American Embassy in London, was so outraged at messages passing between Churchill and his accomplice Roosevelt without the knowledge of the British Cabinet, and involving the manipulation of America into Churchill's War, that he felt it his higher duty to make them known to Captain A. H. M. Ramsay, an anti-Jewish Member of Parliament, with a view to him exposing them in the British Parliament, whereupon it would have been unlikely that Roosevelt would have been re-elected in the forthcoming American presidential election, and likely that Churchill would have lost office.

MI5, the British internal security service, got to know of this, and alerted Churchill who appreciated both the immediacy of his jeopardy and the wide-ranging opportunity of the pretext. Kent was arrested on May 20th and kept in close confinement for years to gag him. 2 days later Churchill commenced the arrest and imprisonment without trial under Defence Regulation 18b of 1,300 British citizens opposed to his war, including Captain Ramsay, Admiral Sir Barry Domvile (a former Director of Naval Intelligence), and Sir Oswald Mosley and 750 members of his British Union of Fascists. Untouched were Britain's Communists, who had been at that time advocating peace in accordance with Stalin's current tactics, because Churchill aspired to involve Russia in the war against Germany, and thus to achieve that London-Washington-Moscow alliance he eventually brought about. MI5 information on the basis of which the round-up was made "was supplemented by information passed to it by the Board of Deputies of British Jews at the outbreak of the war" (Richard Thurlow in Fascism in Britain. P. 211).

Detainees were initially penned up in filthy disused parts of Brixton, Holloway and Liverpool gaols, and eventually moved to concentration camps on the Isle of Man. The vast majority were punitively held for several years despite Britain's improving war situation, and the last 45 were even kept till the very end of the war. Some BUF officers were taken to Latchmere House, an MI5 interrogation centre, initially kept in solitary confinement with minimal food, woken in the middle of the night for questioning under arc lighting, one moment threatened with shooting and the next offered immediate release and money if they would make statements incriminating Mosley and other BUF leaders. Only a few of the personal files on the 18b detainees have even now been made accessible documents for the public, such is the disgraceful record of injustice that they contain.

No one associated with this atrocious caging of patriotic Britons to permit a blood-bath promoted by a homicidal maniac, Winston Churchill, has ever been brought to justice. No victim has ever been given any compensation or other redress. What about it, Mr. Hurd?
(2nd instalment, next issue, will deal with the war crime against R. Hess)
THE PRISONER OF PEACE, 93 years old, found peace at last on the 17th August, 1987. Caged for 46 years – 555 months – 16,899 days – only death finally released him from the torment of Spandau Prison to the eternal shame of those who put him there, those who kept him there, and those who kept silent while he languished there. His tormentors tried their hardest to break this wonderful man, and they failed. He won a war within the war for he turned his imprisonment, transmuted his suffering into a triumphant testament to National Socialism – the heroism and the devotion of the ideal. By supremely exemplifying the SS motto, "Our Honour is Our Loyalty" he thus spiritually vindicated the cause from the ashes of military defeat attained by material preponderance alone, and so has become for that cause no less than a saint, a man made holy by the alchemy of torture transcended.

That much is beyond dispute. What remains in dispute is the manner of his death, and what has happened to his body. Was he murdered, and his body seized by Mossad, the Israeli secret service, and taken to Israel for ritual destruction? These and other questions concerning Rudolf Hess will be answered in the next issue of Gothic Ripples in a major feature forming the second instalment of its 4-part War Crimes series. Meanwhile photographs and stickers as shown here are included in a new booklist sent with this issue which includes a Declaration all U.K. readers must now complete.

ERNST ZÜNDEL'S RETRIAL was initially set to open on January 4th, 1988, then put back to January 11th, and finally to January 18th; the venue being the District Court in Toronto, Canada. Full details of the case so far are in the January 1988 issue of Spearhead (P.O. Box 446, London, SE23 2LS) in an article by Colin Jordan (a reprint of which is now available from Gothic Ripples at £0.20 (postage extra at booklist rate); except that since it was written a preliminary victory has been gained by Ernst Zündel who on December 22nd defeated an application by the original complainant Sabina Citron and supporting Jewry to be given "intervener status" in the retrial, allowing them to act as co-prosecutors. Also, since the retrial began, a success has been scored by the prosecution in persuading the judge to take "judicial notice" of the alleged Jewish holocaust, thus rendering it beyond dispute in the proceedings. Though severely and unfairly restricted by this latter decision, the Zündel team are in no way disheartened by this blow. and determined to fight to the fullest every inch of the way, so please make sure you give them all the backing you can, which they richly deserve, new and in the months ahead in what will be a battle of supreme importance for the cause world-wide in 1988. Refer to the Spearhead article for full details as to how you can help, and please do it and start helping now!

A GOVERNMENT CONSPIRACY AGAINST AMERICAN PATRIOTS is under way in the U.S.A., the aim being to paralyse white racial-nationalism there by imprisoning its leaders for decades on charges of seditious concocted out of their attendance at gatherings also attended by such as the late Robert Mathews, heroic leader of a revolutionary Aryan resistance movement. One group of 14 come to trial on February 16th, 1988, at Fort Smith, Arkansas, charged in the indictment with conspiring "to overthrow, put down and to destroy by force the government of the United States and form a new Aryan nation." They include veteran fighter for the Aryan cause, Robert Miles, and Richard Butler, head of the Aryan Nations organization. While Gothic Ripples differs from them regarding Christianity, it salutes them for their Aryan idealism, courage and integrity, and urges its readers to aid them. The trial is expected to last around 3 months with the prosecution calling over 200 witnesses and presenting 850 exhibits, and will be another great event of 1988 for us. Donations to:- Robert Miles Defense Fund, Post Office Box 331, Cohoctah, MI 48816, U.S.A., and Richard Butler Defense Fund, Post Office Box 362, Hayden Lake, ID 83835, U.S.A.

THE ENEMY IS WORLD-WIDE. THE CAUSE IS WORLD-WIDE. HELP MUST BE WORLD-WIDE.
Le Pen backs Jews!

National Front as salvation's golden gleam should take heed of the following indications that he is kosher. Interviewed on French television in July 1985 he declared "I totally condemn anti-semitism and all forms of racism ..." (Nationalism Today, Oct. 1985). The next year in another interview he declared that his organization was "most certainly open to Jews" (Jewish Chronicle, 17th Oct. 1986). It most certainly is as the same paper, same issue, disclosed it had a Jewish deputy in the regional assembly of the Ile de France district. Le Pen is alleged to have had Jews as his top lieutenants Pierre Stirbois and Michel Collinot (Nationalism Today, May 1985). He has boasted "that, in 30 years of reporting him, the French newspaper 'Tribune Juive' had not found a single sentence that was antisemitic" (Jewish Chronicle 13th February 1987). In the same month of February last year Le Pen lunched in New York with 25 Jewish leaders including the Executive Director of the World Jewish Congress, the event being organized by the President of the World Union of General Zionists (Jewish Chronicle, 13th March 1987). 2 of his MPs have visited Israel and met prominent Israelis (Jewish Chronicle 12th June 1987). A former official of the French Jewish community in Marseille has described Le Pen as "the most pro-Israel of France's political leaders" (Jewish Chronicle, 11th September 1987).

PETER LING, a life-long National Socialist, member of the British NSM, died 16/10/87. SADIE RELF, wife of Robert Reif, who most loyally and actively campaigned for her husband on the various occasions on which he was imprisoned for his political activities - including the famous case in 1976 when he refused to remove from his front garden a sign advertising his home for sale to white folk only - died on the 28th November, 1987.
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